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ASC is a well-established conglomerate company registered and operating out of the UAE, with 
wider business interests and operations in Qatar, Iraq and emerging markets in Africa. 
 
ASC has a proven and demonstrable past performance across our core services, which we have 
continued to deliver time and time again, for large blue-chip companies, government offices and 
the military. 

Our experience and knowledge have been honed over a decade of delivering projects across the 
region, we work in close partnership with our subcontractors and supply chain network, drawing 
upon a combined expertise to deliver projects, continuously monitoring and measuring 
performance, analysing and managing risk, enhancing our practices and procedures as a result 
of lessons learned and emerging technologies and cutting edge techniques.

ABOUT US
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ASC offer and deliver cost-effective specialised services that are a representation of our high-end 
quality and compliance standards, standards that are cognisant with local market nuances. Our 
services consist of construction, remote life support services, physical security solutions, logistics, 
water sewage treatment, waste management, cold storage, warehousing, mobile support 
solutions, event management and a wide range of business support services. 
 
Our projects are delivered with safety as our foremost priority, implementing risk management 
procedures to manage the planning, design, construction, testing, and commissioning phases of 
each project undertaken, our team takes it to the next level, exceeding our client’s expectations.

Our diverse, flexible yet robust mind set embraces industry best practice, governance, regulation 
and law.  Evolution of our brand is achieved via technological changes, monitored and managed 
by our management team who ensures ASC remains at the very forefront of a challenging, 
demanding and highly competitive market.

WHAT WE DO
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CONSTRUCTION
We have a solid reputation for delivering large and complex and multi-faceted projects across the 
MENA region, construction projects that are delivered ahead of schedule and on budget. At ASC, 
the quality of workmanship and our robust safety standards are delivered without compromise.

We believe that design is at the heart of every project, we also understand that the key to the 
success of every project is understanding our clients’ concept, their expectations, needs and 
vision, we then exceed those expectations and needs, delivering the project they had envisaged.

Our full-time team of architects, engineers and construction specialists are unique in their ability 
to execute and deliver complex multi-faceted construction projects. Our team of experts are 
continuously innovating, developing and conceptualising new designs, production and delivery 
methods, new technology, cost-effective resources and efficient methodologies which benefit our 
clients.

“We help our clients achieve their goals and objectives and realise their vision, we take great pride 
in delivering excellence and being a true value add to your team”.
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REMOTE LIFE SUPPORT
SERVICES
ASC not only design and build safe and secure, permanent and temporary residential and 
commercial infrastructure, which meet international standards, we also provide and deliver 
high-end full turnkey Remote Life Support Services to our clients across the MENA region that 
are tailored specifically to their specification and needs. Our services encompass the full 
spectrum of the Life Support cycle, catering, hospitality, cleaning, laundry, waste management, 
medical, and welfare.

We have demonstrable past performance in providing Life Support Service, catering for the 
needs of international organisations, we also provided the full spectrum of physical security 
requirements and unmatched hospitality services. 

Our highly trained team of qualified, experienced catering and hospitality professionals afford 
our clients a 5 Star experience delivered within safe and secure environments. 



PHYSICAL SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

ASC will plan, design and build your security provision, procuring and installing physical security 
control measures designed to counteract threats, by denying unauthorised access to our client’s 
facilities, protect their assets and resources and provide a safe and secure environment for our 
clients to work and reside.

Our physical security systems are designed and planned in accordance with our clients’ 
requirements, designs and plans comprise of multiple layered security systems or independent 
systems such as, CCTV surveillance, protective barriers, locks, access control, perimeter intrusion 
detection, deterrent systems, lighting, alarms, card readers, biometrics and fire protection.



LOGISTICS SUPPORT
SOLUTIONS
ASC provide fully integrated logistic support solutions, with individual service lines comprising of, 
procurement, supply chain management, inventory management, warehouse management, 
export & import process and last mile logistics.

Our robust and cost-effective logistical solutions are devised and planned in close collaboration 
with our clients, having conducted a full risk analysis and assessment and discussed in detail the 
risk(s) associated to the activity requested in relation to the operational environment.

ASC manage an extensive list of local national and international registered subcontractors and 
suppliers, affording depth and contingency, resilience and financial assurance. ASC logistically 
support businesses working directly and indirectly in support of the government offices, O&G 
industry. Our business activities are conducted and regulated in accordance with ISO standards, 
HSE regulations and industry best practice. 



WATER SEWAGE TREATMENT
SERVICES
ASC designs water treatment and wastewater treatment solutions to meet the requirements of 
our clients, including reverse osmosis, filtration, separation flow, and other water management 
challenges typically associated with operating in arid environments.  We will procure and install 
reverse osmosis water treatment plants (coagulation) and wastewater sewage treatment plants.  
We can also install water treatment filtration systems, and industrial wastewater treatment 
systems, odour control units and degasifier’s screening, activated carbon filters, chemical dosing 
& disinfectants, conduct screening and testing and commissioning, installation of interceptors, 
pressure filters, boosting and pumping station works.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
ASC provide waste management services that are designed, and delivered with a cradle to grave 
mentality and approach. Our approach to waste management reduces associated costs to our 
clients, reduces their business activity related carbon footprint and protects the local community 
to which they operate within, whilst contributing to a cleaner less polluted environment. 

We design, develop and maintain a hygienic, clean, and healthy environment for our clients to 
work and or reside within, an environment that is free of pests and potential risks that 
encourage the breeding and or spreading of disease as a direct result of poor waste 
management proc edures. 

Our integrated waste management processes of disposing solid and liquid waste includes 
minimise waste, recycle materials as much as possible, managing materials at the end of their 
life to minimise their impact on the environment. Maximise the value of the resources we use, 
minimising the waste we create directly associated to our business activities therefore 
avoiding/reducing emissions from the waste sector.



COLD STORAGE SOLUTIONS
ASC Cold Storage Solutions are designed specifically to meet your business requirements, we can 
construct and manage single structures, or larger compartmentalised structures, providing 
multi-storage chiller units consisting of any number of independent cold storage rooms offering 
increased capacity and volume capability, with independent chiller units operating at 
independent temperatures.

WAREHOUSING SOLUTIONS
ASC has over a decade of experience delivering warehousing solutions across the MENA region, 
we provide temporary and permanent warehousing infrastructure to cater to your business 
needs, activities and storage requirements.

Our warehousing solutions can be designed to facilitate single, compartmentalised and split floor 
units of any design or capacity. We offer tailor made HSE compliant and cost- effective 
warehousing solutions, our services include consultation, design, planning, installation, racking & 
shelving, project management and after sales support.

Our warehouse units are designed and built to promote maximum efficiency and increase 
productivity, our units are designed and built with safety foremost in our minds, each unit will be 
fully compliant with health, safety and fire regulations.



MOBILE SUPPORT
SERVICES
ASC recognise the operational and logistical complexities that derive from keeping operations 
running smoothly 24/7, time and resources are money, logistically supporting a team that is in 
continuous motion is both time consuming and can prove to be problematic. 

Our concept, brings a sustainable and cost-effective deployment solution, that seamlessly 
supports mobile teams during long-term, remote, mobile operations with the full spectrum of 
transportable assets. 

Our mobile support service can be adapted to support rig and large pipeline engineering 
projects, providing a rolling and constant safe and secure support network. 

With no fixed assets, movement and continuous service support is guaranteed, ASC affords our 
clients the flexibility to move at will, based on their operational commitments, timeline, terrain 
and travel distances.



EVENTS
MANAGEMENT &
BANQUETS
Whether you are planning a large corporate event, sports event, exhibition, wedding or birthday 
party. ASC offer bespoke packages that cater for all of your needs and requirements, we will 
design, plan, manage and deliver your event to your exact specifications, ensuring you and your 
guests have a great time without breaking the bank.

We deliver a large range of menus, catering for high-end corporate venues, to BBQ’s or perhaps 
simple tea parties. ASC will provide the culinary experience you desire for your event, catering 
for any special dietary requirements.



TECHNICAL SERVICES

ASC provides high-end Technical Support Services in the following fields: 
biometrics, card readers, intruder detection systems, multi-purpose alarms, 
electronic security barriers, CCTV surveillance, security lighting and fire 
prevention and fire safety.  We create and provide physical security plans 
that are enhanced with our technical security solutions. Technical solutions 
provide psychological deterrents to intrusion that aid in the timely and 
pin-point detection of intruders. Our technical solutions are significantly 
impactful in high-risk, low traffic, vulnerable areas, reducing risk and loss to 
your business.  We can offer comprehensive multi-layered security systems 
to enhance your current security standards, and assist our clients in their 
pre-planning and design of their technical security systems to support, 
ensuring the security and safety of people, infrastructure and assets.

STEEL TRADING

ASC procure large volumes of steel, we have the strategic lift capability to 
ship steel and other metals globally. ASC is heavily invested in the 
procurement and refurbishment of steel rail tracks. Our tracks are sold and 
shipped across the entire Middle East and North African (MENA) region.

ASC Support Services assist our clients’ in maintaining operational effectiveness serving and 
supporting to elevate performance and output, we provide comprehensive support programmes 
to meet all of your requirements and needs.

We plan and design programmes and or deliver services that enable businesses to run at an 
optimum rate or maximum capacity, we provide and create optimal, safe, and cost-effective 
solutions that allow you to remain flexible, effectively managing change, development, and the 
future needs of your business.

BUSINESS SUPPORT
SERVICES

MECHANICAL SERVICES

ASC provide turnkey mechanical support services, that encompass project 
management, site surveys, planning and design, installation, testing, 
commissioning, maintenance, fabrication and post installation support. 
ASC provide timely and efficient services, delivered with equipment and 
methods reflecting the latest technological advancements and best 
working practices. If your productivity and business development are 
moving slower than the speed of current technology and your competitors, 
then we are here to serve and support you. We have a proven and 
demonstrable track record of delivering high quality mechanical services 
throughout the UAE, Qatar and Iraq.  All works undertaken are conducted 
by specialist personnel, qualified, trained and experienced in carrying out 
the specified task in a safe and professional manner.



EQUIPMENT, TOOLS &
MATERIALS SUPPLY SERVICES

ASC can hire and or procure for our clients, a myriad of new or used 
certified heavy plant machinery, heavy vehicles, light vehicles, construction 
equipment and tools as well as construction materials, sand, gravel, 
concrete, tarmac, bricks, blocks, wood and steel.  We can also provide sea 
containers and prefabricated units to meet all of your storage, office and 
accommodation requirements, including but not limited to, containerised 
kitchen, dining facility, laundry unit, barbershop and gym with all 
equipment to meet the welfare requirements of a large workforce 
operating in remote locations.  These non-fixed assets can be mobilised 
and reinstalled at new sites if so required.

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

ASC have demonstrable experience in providing highly efficient and 
cost-effective maintenance programmes. Our services cover the following 
assets and systems, light & heavy vehicles, plant machinery, construction 
tools, generators, lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems 
(HVAC), refrigerator units (REEFER), cold storage chiller units, warehousing 
units, water treatment services, electrical and plumbing systems.

We also conduct oil rig and oilfield camp maintenance.  Our maintenance 
programmes maximise our client’s operational capability and output, 
reducing costs associated with unwanted and unnecessary repairs and 
replacement of equipment. Our team will ensure manufacturers 
maintenance schedules are at all times followed, prolonging the life of 
assets, mitigating the risks attributed to asset and system failure, reducing 
or negating loss.



GENERATOR SERVICES

SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS

We procure and supply the full range of leading brand electrical and diesel 
generators. Our generator services include, site surveys, risk analysis, 
generator selection, site selection for generator unit, fuel station, fuel 
station bund, spill kit, firefighting equipment and auxiliary equipment, 
ground preparation, delivery, installation, testing and commissioning.

Generator Installation services include: Siting of generator(s), fuel station, 
exhausts systems, fuel bund, fire wall, auxiliary fuel and cooling pipework 
systems, high voltage cabling and earthing systems, siting of spill kits and 
firefighting equipment if so required. 

Upon completion our engineers and technicians will conduct 
synchronisation of multiple units, test and commission all works, ensure 
HSE compliance has been achieved, with all risks identified during the initial 
survey, having been eliminated,reduced, isolated and or controlled.

Our generator servicing and maintenance programmes conform to and 
adhere to the manufacturer’s schedule and standards. We also provide 
after commissioning support, for your generator to ensure the asset runs at 
all times at its optimal level, saving you time and money.

ASC via our long-standing partner, provide businesses with a sustainable 
and reliable communications network that is paramount to successful 
operations, safety, and the welfare needs of your team.
ASC can provide low-risk, secure and cost-effective satellite 
communications, broadband solutions, VPN services that integrate your 
business with your clients and company offices around the world.
For further information please contact us to discuss our services within 
your region and how best we can support your business.

CLEANING SERVICES

ASC plan, design and implement comprehensive and highly efficient 
cleaning programmes for facilities of all sizes. Our cleaning programmes 
include daily, weekly and monthly inspections, with integrated deep cleans, 
conducted at planned intervals during the programme. Our robust 
inspection process ensures ASC management oversight and adherence to 
hygiene standards are at all times adhered to by our staff.  ASC domestic 
engineers are trained to the highest of standards. Our pre-work surveys 
ensure all requirements and expectations are met. Our programmes and 
commercial offering will include all appropriate cleaning materials, 
equipment and training requirements. We actively promote monthly 
meetings with our clients and provide questionnaires (anonymous) 
designed and implemented to allow us to monitor and measure 
performance, implementing corrective actions in a timely manner as and 
when required, promoting transparency, strengthening client relations.



ASC provides a broad range of consulting services of an advisory and intellectual nature 
provided by expert consultants who are invested in our clients and entirely focused upon the 
relevant market sectors our clients operate within. Our consultants work in close collaboration 
with our clients, adopting a hand in hand approach to achieving the required end-state, 
designing, planning, and managing projects, that encompass multifaceted activities and 
disciplines, often delivered within austere and complex environments. These services include 
the drafting of policies, compliance and regulatory advice, integrated solutions, change 
management, planning and engineering studies, architectural design services, supervision, risk 
management, social and environmental assessments, technical support, and overall 
programme implementation and management.

CONSULTANCY
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